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This lecture
Two ways to view the world
What does it mean to be developed?
The nature of development and Amartya Sen
Ranking with income
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n

How to compare incomes: Price Purchasing Parity

Other ways to rank

5.
n

Human Development Index: A better way to rank?

Millennium Development Goals
Development as history

6.
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n

What has happened over the last 1000 years
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The world by total GDP (trade exchange)

Size by total GDP
Source: gapminder.org
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The world by population

Size by total population
Source: gapminder.org
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What is important in the world?
Articles in top economics journals about a country
n

Wealth and
Income
q

n

Study the US

People
q

Articles in the Journal of Development
Economics about a country

Other parts of
the world get
more weight

Source: Stefan Dercon,
http://www.economics.ox.ac.uk/members/stefan.dercon/
policy_whatdoeconomistsdo.htm
Letter sizes proportional to the frequency of a country's
occurrence in top five journals and the JDE.
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The nature of development
n

In your notes, please write down the most
important three characteristics of an “underdeveloped” nation.
q

(We will come back to these, so try to hold on to them.)
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What is the developing world?
n

n

n

Rankings: If a country is more or less
“developed” that implies a ranking
Like sports rankings, development “rankings” are
published, argued about, and disputed.
Which country is the most “developed” depends
on what it is to be developed.
q

Do we care about income, life expectancy, child
mortality literacy . . . (or all of them!)?
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Classifying Countries (lots of acronyms)
n

n

Easiest way: divide the world into low income and high
income
World Bank Classifications
q
q
q
q

LIC is Low-Income Country
LMC is Lower-Middle Income Country
UMC is Upper-Middle Income Country
HIC is High-Income Country
n

n

sometimes divided into Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development (OECD) HIC and non-OECD HIC.

Other designations sometimes used
q
q
q

LDC is Less Developed Country
NIC is Newly Industrializing Countries
Transition Countries (former Soviet countries)
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How measure income?
n

Generally use Gross National Product (GNP)
q

n

n

GNP = GDP + foreign source income – foreign
payments = Gross National Income (GNI)

Difference between GNP and GDP not very
important for rich countries
Very important for countries with large
populations working abroad
q

Remittances to Mexico or Philippines
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Forms of development are related
Income per person and
Life expectancy
Income per person and Primary
school completion rate

Source: gapminder.org
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The nature of development
n

What does it mean to be developed?
q

“Typical family” in a developed country
n
n
n

n

n
n

n

q

Has around four people in it
Has an annual income of over $50,000
Each member can expect to live to around 80, and everyone is
in good health
Lives in a house which has more rooms than people (each
child has a separate room, ample common spaces)
Sends its children to school
Possesses consumer goods: a television, a refrigerator, a
computer
Has two cars

Trappings of development
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The nature of development
n

What does it mean to be developed?
q

“Typical family” in a under-developed country
n

n
n
n

n
n
n

n

Has around eight people in it (both extended family, and more
children)
Has an annual income less than $2,000
Lives in a rural area
Each member can expect to live to 65 or less. Several
members are sick.
One of its children has died in infancy.
Lives in poorly constructed one or two room house.
Its children may go to school, but are often absent, and
typically do not go past elementary school
May aspire to own some basic consumer goods: a radio, a
bicycle.
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Multiple aspects of development
n
n

The lives of these families are very different
And differ in multiple dimensions
q
q
q
q
q

n

Income
Health
Size of family
Where they live
Education

The poor are not homogenous
q
q

The rural poor differ from the urban poor
Often they differ from each other in as many ways as
they differ from the rich
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The nature of development
n

Which country is more developed?
q

q

n

n
n

A country with low income, but high health and social
cohesion.
A country with higher income, but lower health, and
much inequality.

Should the poorer country aspire to develop into
the richer country?
It depends on what we value.
Which country would you prefer to live in?
q

Does your answer depend on whether you will be rich
or poor?
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Sen approach to development
n
n

Amartya Sen (1998 Nobel in economics)
Development is about extending “functionings”
and capabilities
q

q

Functionings: the various things a person may value
doing or being
Capabilities: “the freedom a person has in term of the
choice of functionings, given his personal features and
his command over commodities”
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Sen approach to development
n

So development is about achieving the choices for
higher functioning
q

Elementary functionings (roughly “beings”):
n
n
n

q

being adequately nourished
being free from disease
being able to move about

Complex functionings (roughly “doings”):
n
n
n

n

taking part in the community,
electing ones leaders
being well educated (so that one knows about other possible
functionings)
having self-respect
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Sen approach to development
n

What people value may be different at different
levels of “development” and for different cultures
and people.
q

n

A poor person in a rich country may “function” much
less well (for example, take part in the community)
than someone with the same income in a poor country

Goods and income are simply means to achieve
higher functionings
q

And they are not sufficient to achieve all functionings
n

China is richer than India, but most Chinese lack the ability to
find out certain information (such as about Tiananmen Square)
and even the knowledge that they lack that information. Their
“functionings” are restricted.
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Sen approach to development
n

Choice and freedom are the goals of development
q
q

n

More income typically brings more choice
q

n

Development is the process of extending capabilities
Or of extending the choice of functionings
Loosens the budget constraint

But income is not sufficient
q
q
q
q

Healthy enough to enjoy income
Live in a society where goods that you desire are available
Be able to choose your leaders
Being educated to find the functionings one most desires
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Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
n

n

Millennium Development Goals adopted by UN
General Assembly in September 2000.
Goals for progress on human development, and so
defines UN view of human development
q

q
q

n

Multidimensional approach to poverty, attempts to
recognize that income is not all (but is important)
Contained observable targets
Focus for governments, international development
agencies, and NGO’s

Replaced by 17 Sustainable Development Goals
in 2015
q

With 169 associated targets
19

17 Sustainable
Development
Goals
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But how compare income?
q

q

n

Indians earn Rupees (and pay prices in India which
are cheap)
Swiss earn Francs (and pay prices in Switzerland
which are expensive)

How compare?
q
q

Use market exchange rate
But tends to undervalue
Indian incomes,
since prices are
cheaper in India
so India looks
poorer than it is
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Instead adjust for relative prices
n

Want to compare living standards
q

n

And if Swiss pay more than Indians for the same
things, we should take that into account

Purchasing Power Parity (PPP)
q

q

Take a basket of goods and consider how much it costs
to buy in each country
Implies an exchange rate which then use to compare
incomes
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PPP Example
Basket of goods: 1 haircut, 1 computer
Prices in India: PCI for computer; PHI for haircut
Price of basket: PCI + PHI = PI in Rupees
Prices in Switzerland: PCS for comp; PHS for haircut
Price of basket: PCS + PHS = PS in Francs
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PPP Example
So if Indians earn YI in Rupees
Can buy YI/PI baskets of combined goods
How much would these baskets cost in Switzerland?
(YI/PI) PS
PS/PI is relative cost of basket in Switzerland
compared to India
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Use PPP to compare incomes
n

Reduces world inequality, but does not eliminate
it

n

Instead of a gap of approximately 400 times from
richest to poorest, now only approximately 60
times

n

Still issues with PPP, but at least we are
comparing apples to oranges (which are both
fruits), not apples to computers (or Big Macs).
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Different ways to rank
n
n

We have looked at income rankings.
We could also rank by life expectancy, education,
q

Ability to field a winning world cup team
n

n

Brazil (5), Italy (4), Germany (3) . . . US (0)

The United Nations Development Program
(UNDP) uses a measure called the Human
Development Index
q
q

Ranks on a scale of 0 (bad) to 1 (good!)
Includes three measures of wellbeing
n
n
n

Health
Education
Standard of Living—Real GNI per capita (adjusted for PPP)
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How to calculate new HDI
Combine 3 indices:
(H) Life Expectancy LEI = (LE – 20)/(83.2 – 20)
(I)

GNI index = ln(GNI per capita) – ln(163)
ln(108,211) – ln(163)

(E) Edu = (Exp Yrs School/20.6)1/2

(MeanYrs School/13.2)1/2

NHDI = H1/3E1/3I1/3
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HDI around the world

Source: UNDP. 2008. Human Development Indices: A statistical update 2008. Avaiable: http://hdr.undp.org/en/media/
HDI_2008_EN_Complete.pdf
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Development as history
n
n
n

We can compare countries today
Or we can compare countries over time
Development as history
q

q
q

Approaches questions of development by looking at
currently rich countries in the past, when they were
poor
How did they become rich?
What was the transition like?
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Was the world always this unequal?
n

n

Best guess is that around 1800 only gaps of three
times or so between richest and poorest
What happened? Growth!
q

Some countries (Western Europe and colonies) figured
out how to produce more efficiently
n

n

q

Gained access to natural resources in the new world, which
relieved resource constraints
Slower population growth

The rest of the world did not change much—but did not
get worse (most of the time)
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Growth in per capita GDP
•Group I—England and colonies
•Group II is Japan
•Group III consists of northwest
Europe
•Group IV is the rest of Europe,
together with Europeandominated economies in Latin
America.
•Group V contains the rest of Asia
and Africa.

Lucas, Robert E., Jr. 2004. “The Industrial Revolution: Past and Future.” Banking and
Policy Issue Magazine, 2003 Annual Report Issue. Federal Reserve Bank of
Minneapolis, May 2004.
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Income and population
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How do we know incomes in the past?
q

People had to live, which puts a lower bound on how
much they could earn.
n

q

Examine production techniques
n
n

n

q

If income per capita was not sufficient for production and
reproduction, then the population would have declined
90% or more of population engaged in agriculture
We know the techniques available to them: plows and
animals, what kind of fertilizer.
How much land under cultivation

Incomes in the past cannot have been much below
incomes of the poorest countries today
n
n

Otherwise unable to sustain a growing population.
Income in Ancient China not much below incomes income in
1960 China (a mostly agricultural society using traditional
techniques)
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The wonders of the past
n

n

But if Ancient Egypt and Greece were about as
poor as Ethiopia is today, how do they construct
such wonders?
Inequality within nations
q

q

With a large enough peasant population, a small
landlord class is able to live very well.
Very similar to many of those who rule poor countries
today
n

North Korea has a nuclear program, despite being unable to
feed its population
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Robert Lucas
“The potential for improving the lives of poor
people by finding different ways of distributing
current production is nothing compared to the
apparently limitless potential of increasing
production.”
A different view: how current production is
distributed may affect whether production can be
increased.
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